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A Low-Power and High-Precision Programmable
Analog Filter Bank
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Abstract—Analog filter banks befit remote audio- and
vibration-sensing applications, which require frequency analysis
to be performed with low-power consumption and with moderate-
to-high precision. The precision of a filter bank depends on
both the signal-path precision (i.e., dynamic range) and also the
parameter precision (e.g., accuracy of the center frequencies).
This brief presents a new bandpass filter for audio-frequency
filter banks and provides a procedure for designing this filter.
The filter is used in a 16-channel filter bank which has been
fabricated in a 0.35-μm CMOS process. This filter bank has a
dynamic range exceeding 62 dB and consumes only 63.6 μW
when biased for speech frequencies. The filter bank’s parameters
are set via floating-gate current sources. This brief shows how
to use these floating gates to obtain a versatile filter bank that
can be precisely reprogrammed to arbitrary filter spacings and
frequency weightings, with a parameter accuracy exceeding 99%.

Index Terms—Bandpass filters, CMOS analog integrated cir-
cuits, spectral analysis, programmable filters.

I. INTRODUCTION

DUE to the dynamic vibrational nature of many phe-
nomena, sensor-processing applications often decompose

signals into a time–frequency representation for analysis, ma-
nipulation, or recognition of the signal. Time-frequency repre-
sentations characterize changes in the signal’s spectrum over
time and are typically implemented in two main ways: 1) a
constant-bandwidth representation such as the short-time
Fourier transform, which provides the most compact represen-
tation for signals with long-term periodicity and 2) a constant-
relative-bandwidth or scale-space representation such as the
wavelet transform, which provides the most compact repre-
sentation for signals with localized time-frequency components
[1]. Time-frequency analysis can be performed efficiently with
analog filter banks [2], which naturally yield a scale-space
representation [3]. Integrated analog filter banks were incubated
in the research of silicon cochleae [4]–[8], and their low-
power operation makes them well suited to battery-powered
applications such as cochlear implants [9], [10] and wireless
sensor networks [11].

In order for analog filter banks to be an option for incor-
poration into mature systems, they should operate with high
precision, and their filter parameters should be reprogram-
mable. The precision of a filter bank is affected by both the
signal-path precision (e.g., dynamic range) and the parameter
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of our analog filter bank chip, which combines a
parallel array of bandpass filters with subband magnitude detectors. Each circuit
parameter is controlled independently via floating-gate current sources, thus
achieving precise control of the filter bank’s settings.

precision (e.g., center frequencies and bandwidths). A large
dynamic range is difficult to achieve in low-power circuits due
to the relatively high noise levels and reduced voltage headroom
[7]. Precise tuning of filter parameters is difficult to achieve
in compact and low-power circuits due to process variations,
which can be partially overcome by using large device sizes and
additional circuitry. Nevertheless, state-of-the-art filter banks
have center-frequency errors >10% [5]. Previous filter banks
have been demonstrated to achieve either a large dynamic range
[10] or precise and reprogrammable parameters [12], but in
this brief, we present a filter bank which achieves both a large
dynamic range and is also precise and programmable, while
maintaining low-power consumption.

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of our 16-channel filter
bank chip, which was fabricated in a standard 0.35-μm CMOS
process. The filter bank performs time–frequency analysis with
a parallel array of bandpass filters. For the bandpass filter,
we use our new operational transconductance amplifier (OTA)-
based capacitively coupled current conveyor (C4), which
significantly improves upon the shortcomings of the transistor-
based version [13]. In Section 2, we present this bandpass
filter, demonstrate its large dynamic range, and provide a design
procedure. To achieve precise programmability at low-power
operation, we set the filter bank parameters with floating-gate-
based current sources (i.e., nonvolatile analog memory), which
have been shown to be a good option for achieving precise
and programmable biasing in CMOS circuits [12]. Through the
use of floating-gate transistors, we have consistently achieved
a percent error below 1% when programming the center fre-
quencies, gains, and bandwidths of the filters. In Section 3,
we demonstrate the precise programmability of the filter bank
by programming it to different filter spacings and frequency
weightings. All plots in this brief are measurements from the
fabricated filter bank.
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Fig. 2. (a) Original-transistor-based C4. (b) New OTA-based C4. (c) Symmetric “bump”-linearized transconductor that is used in the OTA-C4. (d) Measured
frequency responses of the OTA-C4. The independence of the corner frequencies is demonstrated by stepping one bias at a time. (e) Measured gain and Q of the
OTA-C4, both plotted as a function of the time constant ratio τl/τh, which is proportional to Gm,H/Gm,L.

II. BANDPASS FILTER

Transconductance–capacitance (Gm−C) topologies are a
common choice for low-power integrated filters. When low-
power operation is required, Gm−C filters can be operated in
the subthreshold domain. Since OTAs have low transconduc-
tance in the subthreshold region, these filters are able to achieve
the long time constants that are needed for audio-frequency
operation while using small integrated capacitors, thus enabling
compact designs. Gm−C filters are also good for applications
requiring programmability since the transconductance values,
which are easily controlled by adjusting OTA bias currents,
appear in the transfer function as parameters of the filter
(thus, the filter parameters are easily modified). Furthermore,
since these filter parameters typically scale with center fre-
quency, filter bank spacing is easily achieved with current
ratioing or resistive dividers. For these reasons, most low-power
filter banks have been based on Gm−C filters.

Unfortunately, the dynamic range of Gm−C filters is lim-
ited by the small linear range of the subthreshold differential
pair. This problem is often mitigated through transconductor
linearization [14], [15] or through capacitive division to keep
the signal within the linear range of the transconductors [16];
we use both of these techniques in this brief. Another limitation
to the dynamic range of low-power Gm−C filters is the small
subthreshold current, which results in relatively high noise
levels for the bandwidth and can be alleviated by increasing
both the capacitor sizes and the power level.

A. OTA-C4

The bandpass filter that we created for our filter bank is our
new OTA-based capacitively coupled current conveyor (C4)
shown in Fig. 2(b). This filter is based on our previously re-
ported transistor-based C4(transistor-C4) [13], which is shown

in Fig. 2(a). The C4 filter topology offers flexible tuning,
with run-time adjustable center frequency, gain, and quality
factor (Q). In the OTA-based version of the C4, the high-gain
inverting transconductor Gm,H replaces the common-source
amplifier M3 − M4, and the follower-configured transconduc-
tor Gm,L replaces the source follower M1 − M2. We have
developed the OTA-C4 to more easily increase the filter’s linear
range and also to obtain control over the filter’s dc operating
point.

In the OTA-C4, capacitors C1 and CW form a capacitive
divider that attenuates the ac input onto the central node VA

and makes the filter’s response independent of the dc level of
Vin. The negative feedback around Gm,H holds VA at a dc
level of Vref . In the transistor-C4, the source follower causes an
offset in the feedback path which can shift the equilibrium point
away from the center of the inverting amplifier’s linear range,
reducing the filter’s linear range below the linear range of its
transconductance elements. The OTA-C4 fixes this by feeding
back through a low-offset follower OTA (Gm,L).

Another problem with the transistor-C4 is that the common-
source amplifier’s quiescent point is bias dependent; this means
that the output dc level of each filter in the array will be
different, thereby requiring some way of correcting for these
differences in order to compare/combine the outputs of different
channels. The OTA-C4 fixes this problem by using the nonin-
verting terminal of Gm,H to globally set the dc level of the filter
bank.

Additionally, the use of OTAs makes the filter modular,
offering the designer the flexibility to optimize the filter for their
application, e.g., further extending the linear range or reducing
the transconductance for ultralow-frequency applications. We
have extended the linear range of the OTA-C4 by using the
symmetric “bump” OTA shown in Fig. 2(c) [15], which has four
times the linear range of the standard differential pair.
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The transfer function for the OTA-C4 is

Vout
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where τl is the time constant of the low corner frequency and
τh is the time constant of the high corner frequency. These
time constants are controlled independently by the transcon-
ductances Gm,L and Gm,H , respectively, as shown in Fig. 2(d).
Proper capacitor sizing ensures that the feed-through time
constant τf is at a sufficiently high frequency such that its effect
on the numerator of the transfer function can be ignored, so that
the transfer function takes the familiar form of a bandpass filter.

The OTA-C4 is a flexible bandpass filter, with run-time
tunable center frequency, gain, and Q, which are all established
via the transconductances. The gain and Q both depend on the
ratio Gm,H/Gm,L and are specified as
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Fig. 2(e) shows the measured gain and Q of the OTA-C4 for dif-
ferent transconductance ratios as a function of τl/τh, which is
proportional to Gm,H/Gm,L. Equation (3) shows that the gain
is highest when Gm,H � Gm,L where it approaches a value of
C1/C2, which is two (6 dB) for this particular implementation.
As Gm,H/Gm,L decreases, the corner frequencies cross and
cause the gain to decrease. The Q has a maximum value when
Gm,H/Gm,L = CL/C2 and decreases symmetrically as the
transconductance ratio changes. When biased for maximum Q,
the gain is |Av| = C1/(2C2).

B. Design

We have developed an algorithmic design procedure for the
OTA-C4 that is similar to the procedure for the transistor-
C4 in previous work [13] but that has been modified for
this new circuit. This design procedure helps the designer to
choose the device sizes that are needed to achieve the desired
dynamic range (DR) in decibels, maximum gain (Av,max),
and maximum Q (Qmax), as well as to choose the currents
that are needed to achieve the desired filter characteristics. We
make the following assumptions for this procedure: 1) The
dynamic range requirement is met at the Qmax condition; 2) the
maximum output amplitude (Vout,max) is equal to the linear
range of the transconductors (VL); and 3) the transconductor
noise is mostly white, as is typical for subthreshold OTAs [14].

1) Choose C2 to meet the DR specification

C2 =
Nq

4VL
10

DR
10 (4)

where N is the number of noise sources in the transcon-
ductors [14] and q is the charge of an electron.

2) Choose C1 either for the following: a) the desired maxi-
mum gain or b) the desired gain at the Qmax condition

C1 =
{

C2Av,max (a)
2C2Av,Q (b). (5)

Fig. 3. (a) Measured output-referred noise of the OTA-C4. (b) Compression
point measurement for the OTA-C4. The line shows the 1-dB deviation.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE RESULTS

3) Choose CT for linearity: CT = 4C2Q
2
max.

4) CL should be on the same order as CT for step 1) to
be valid but can otherwise be used to position the feed-
through time constant (τf ) or to optimize for power

P =
CL

VL
VddQmaxfc. (6)

5) Use (3) to choose the transconductance ratio (R=Gm,H/
Gm,L) for either the desired gain or Q.

6) Choose the transconductance values for the desired center
frequency (fc) using

Gm,L =

√
COCT − C2

2

R
2πfc Gm,H = RGm,L. (7)

C. Performance

Using the aforementioned design procedure, the filters for
our filter bank chip were designed for a dynamic range of
60 dB, a maximum gain of 6 dB, and a maximum Q of
three. The frequency response measurements in Fig. 2(d)–(e)
verify that the filter meets the maximum gain and maximum Q
specifications.

To verify that the fabricated filter meets the dynamic range
specifications, we determined the maximum and minimum
signal levels while the filter was simultaneously biased for
unity gain and maximum Q. The experiments were performed
at four frequencies across the audio-frequency range (20 Hz,
200 Hz, 2 kHz, and 20 kHz). The minimum signal level is
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TABLE II
COMPARISON AMONG LOW-POWER SECOND-ORDER AUDIO-RANGE BANDPASS FILTERS

Fig. 4. Measured filter bank ac responses. (a) Biased for 20 Hz–20 kHz with unity gain. (b) Biased for unity gain and third-octave spacing starting at 100 Hz.
(c) A-weighting. (d) D-weighting. The circles show the targeted gains and center frequencies. (e) Percentage error results of the four filter bank biasings in parts
(a)–(d). The mean and standard deviation of the percentage error are shown for the currents, center frequency, and gain of each channel. (f) Die photograph of our
filter bank chip. The chip is 4.8 mm × 1.4 mm. The dimension of a single OTA-C4 is 560 μm × 237 μm.

defined as the integrated output noise, and the maximum signal
level is defined as the output-referred 1-dB compression point.
The compression point is an appropriate criterion for spectral
analysis applications, for which only the magnitude of the filter
output is required.

The circuit was designed for a dynamic range that extends
from 70.7 μVrms to 70.7 mVrms. The measured output-referred
noise is shown in Fig. 3(a). The integrated output noise values
are all well below the designed noise floor and are listed in
Table I along with all other measured performance results.
Fig. 3(b) shows the compression point measurements, which
exceed 70.7 mVrms for all cases (a 2.5-times improvement over
the original C4[13]), yielding a dynamic range of over 62 dB
for all four frequencies. To further characterize the linearity,
we also measured the total harmonic distortion (THD) and
the intermodulation distortion. The THD was measured to be
less than 1% for 70.7-mVrms inputs, and the OIP3 point was
measured to be 141.4 mVrms or −4 dBm (50-Ω reference).

In Table II, we compare the OTA-C4 with other recently
reported low-power second-order voltage-mode audio-range
bandpass filters. We note that three of the filters are fully differ-
ential [18]–[20] and all but one of the topologies [16] in Table II
are capable of complex poles (i.e., Q > 0.5). In comparison to
the other filters, the OTA-C4 achieves comparable performance
and is compact with the fewest transconductors.

III. FILTER BANK

Our filter bank chip has been fabricated in a 0.35-μm CMOS
process and is shown in Fig. 4(f). The filter bank has 16
parallel channels, with each channel consisting of an OTA-C4

and a magnitude detector, as shown in Fig. 1. Details of the

magnitude circuit are provided in [11]. In order to achieve
precise programmability, we use floating-gate transistors to bias
the circuits [12]; this configuration is shown in Fig. 1. Floating-
gate transistors are MOSFETs that have only capacitive inputs
to their gates, a structure which can be formed in standard
CMOS processes. The amount of charge on the floating gate
can be programmed via Fowler–Nordheim tunneling and hot-
electron injection. This programmed charge is nonvolatile and
provides fine control over the drain current. In order to control
Gm,H and Gm,L using the floating-gate transistors, the floating-
gate currents are copied into the transistor Mb of the OTA-C4

transconductors using both an nFET and a pFET current
mirror.

Through the use of programmable biasing, we are able to cor-
rect for fabrication mismatch and process variations, enabling
us to set the circuit parameters with very high accuracy. To
correct for these variations after fabrication, we performed the
following characterization routine, which has three steps. First,
IH (bias current of Gm,H ) is stepped, and its associated time
constant (τh) is measured at each step to determine the mapping
between IH and τh independent of component tolerances.
During this step, IL (bias current of Gm,L) is held at a low
value so that the low corner frequency does not interfere with
measuring the high corner frequency [see Fig. 2(d)]. Second,
IH is held at a high value (so that the high corner frequency
has no effect on measurements), and IL is stepped to determine
its mapping to τl. Third, the ratio of τl/τh is swept, this time
measuring the Q and gain, which are fit to the expressions in
(3). This routine can be optimized for speed by measuring a
small number of well-chosen data points. Characterization only
needs to be performed once for each filter to successfully cancel
out fabrication mismatch.
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Fig. 5. Time–frequency analysis performed with the filter bank. The top
subplot is the speech waveform which was streamed into the filter bank. The
bottom subplot is the resulting spectral decomposition.

Once a filter has been characterized, the last two steps of the
design procedure are used to determine the currents required for
the desired combination of fc and Av or fc and Q. The floating
gates are then programmed to these currents [21] to achieve
the desired filter characteristics. Our programming algorithm,
which has not been optimized for speed, takes approximately
30 s/gate, and program times on the order of milliseconds
have previously been reported with similar algorithms [21].
Because of the independent control of these filter parameters,
the filter bank is very versatile. Independent control of each
filter’s center frequency and Q enables the user to program
the filter bank to cover the frequency range of interest or even
to focus on specific frequencies if signal characteristics are
known a priori. Independent control of the gain of each channel
allows the user to selectively emphasize bands or to adopt com-
mon perceptually derived frequency weightings, such as A- or
D-weighting, without requiring a multiplier in each band.

To verify the accuracy of the parameter programming and
also to demonstrate the versatility of the filter bank, we pro-
grammed the filter bank to the following filter spacings and
frequency weightings: 20 Hz–20 kHz with unity gain, third-
octave spacing with unity gain, A-weighting, and D-weighting.
The resulting measured ac responses are shown in Fig. 4(a)–(d).
The measured accuracies of the programmed currents and
parameters in Fig. 4(a)–(d) are shown in Fig. 4(e). The mean
absolute percentage error across all channels is 0.087% for the
currents, 0.536% for center frequency, and 0.634% for gain.

To demonstrate the filter bank performing time–frequency
decomposition, we streamed a speech waveform through the
filter bank, which was biased for half-octave spacing. A simu-
lated version of the magnitude circuit was used to extract the
magnitude of the measured output waveforms of the filter bank.
The resulting spectral magnitude is shown in Fig. 5.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented a low-power and programmable ana-
log filter bank that achieves both high signal-path precision
(> 62 dB) and high parameter accuracy (> 99%). Thus, this
filter bank meets the requirements for inclusion in today’s de-
manding battery-powered audio-processing systems. Further-
more, we have illustrated the utility of using floating-gate
transistors for precise, programmable, and low-power systems
by demonstrating the high accuracy which can be achieved
when programming arbitrary array settings.
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